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EAA Chapter 67 Meeting Minutes
January 2009
The meeting was called to order by Bryan at 7:30PM
Pledge
Guests:
Harold Ford? Will discuss his project after the business meeting
Secretary Report
Request was made to establish a new email list. Bryan indicated that he is working with
Dan on a new membership list that will include email addresses.
Dawn agreed to publish a quarterly newsletter.
“little” John agreed to take a look at the website and attempt to get it updated.
Treasurer report
Calendars are available fro $10.00
We would like to send two “kids” to camp this year. Erin, currently working for Larry, is
interested. A friend of the Gardner’s is also interested. Both will need to attend an
upcoming meeting and give a brief presentation on why they would appreciate and how
the would benefit from this opportunity.
New Business

Program idea – John Brooks and Wayne Hershman have discussed the possibility of
having the group to Tom Wood’s hanger on a Saturday. The group was in favor of this
idea and a date will be set.
Bryan will follow-up with Wayne to determine how many people they can accommodate.
If possible we may want to consider combining with Chapter 1311 for the visit.
There has been a small group getting together for lunch on Saturdays and they have
suggested that we consider having pitch in dinners before meetings in the summer
months. We will be purchasing a grill so we could also plan some Saturday cook-outs.
We will be purchasing some new tables since some of the ones that were donated are not
longer useable.
We need to set goals for the year. Two that were agreed to this evening are the Young
Eagles program and sending two children to EAA Air Academy. Several other ideas were
discussed and it was decided that it would be most efficient to have a smaller group get
together and brainstorm some ideas to bring back to the group.
Dawn will organize the group meeting and the following have agreed to participate:
Dawn Gardner
Tom McNutt
Jeff Hammer
Allan Grabeman
Brad Beaver
Lynn Taylor
Jae Ebert
Mike Creer

Next Meeting - February 2

